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Kirkdale Press, United States, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. 203 x 127 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Water
turns to blood. Flies and gnats attack the innocent. Marc and
Gillian Thayer s vacation resort becomes a grisly murder scene,
with a killer using the ten plagues of Egypt as his playbook for
revenge.When their friend turns up dead, Marc and Gillian put
their vacation on hold, enlist the help of a retired homicide
detective, and take a closer look at the bizarre plagues as they
escalate in intensity. Meanwhile, a stranger is after the Thayers
newly adopted baby. Will they uncover the truth behind the
bitter agenda before the tenth plague, the death of the firstborn
son?Praise for The Tenth Plague: Suspense of biblical
proportions! Adam Blumer does a masterful job transforming
the biblical plagues to a modern-day scenario full of twists and
turns that will keep you riveted until the very end.--Bonnie S.
Calhoun, publisher of Christian Fiction Online Magazine and
author of Cooking the Books, a Sloane Templeton mysteryA
chilling tale that keeps readers turning pages and pondering its
truths. The Tenth Plague is a solid entry in Adam Blumer s
bibliography, and fans of thrillers...
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This book is definitely worth acquiring. I have go through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through again
again in the future. Its been printed in an exceptionally basic way in fact it is only a er i finished reading this
publication in which actually altered me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Andr es B a shir ia n-- Andr es B a shir ia n

Comprehensive guide for publication fanatics. This really is for all who statte there had not been a well worth reading
through. I discovered this ebook from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- La cy Goldner-- La cy Goldner
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